
Portable storage cases and carts.

Standard amplifieramplifier racks
Light and strong 19" Pro Sound racks, constructed of military -grade plastic. These
stackable units are less than half the weight of wood racks. Draw -tight latches and
gaskets seals keep out unwanted dirt and moisture. Each space is 13/4 ' high.

119.992 -space rack. 19 x 19 x31/2.: 970-0300
4 -space rack. 19x 19 x 7 ': 970-0302 129.99

6 -space rack. 19 19x 1012" 970-0303 149.99
8 -space ATA FX rack. 19x 19x 14". 970-0308 189.99
10 -space rack. 19 x 19 x 1772" 970-0305 199.99

12 -space rack. 19x 19 x 21" 970-0306 239.99
Caster kit. For standard amp racks. 970-0319 69.99
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Gig Rig equipment case
Ultimate protection for audio gear. Gig Rig has 10 spaces
of slant rack on top panel, perfect for EQs and mixing
consoles. The front has 10 vertical rack spaces for amps,
effects, players and other like devices. Unit is super-
strength polymer. Plenty of space behind components for
air flow and cables. Lockable front wheels rotate 360°.
Extra large rear wheels. 50 lbs. Drawer sold separately.

970-0608 349.99

Durable rail
pack case
ATA rated. A practical
solution to transporting a
variety of gear. Includes

internal straps in lid and base to
secure contents. 4818x 16x 121/2"

970-0311 199.99

Utility
equipment
case
Perfect lightweight case

for musicians. Lockable, and gasket -sealed
to protect from moisture and dust. ATA
compliant. Interior size: 17'hY 13 x 13W'

970-0313 104.99
Foam -lined version.
970-0312 129.99
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Shock -mount rack case
For the protection of the most delicate equipment against
shock. This rack case has shock absorber coils at each of
the eight cc.rners to control damaging effects. The 20" rack
depth allows for airflow around the frame. ATA approved.
8 -space racK. 970-0309 399.99
12 -space lack. 970-0310 439.99
16 -space rack. 970-0318 504.99
Heavy-duty caster kit. 970-0320 109.99

Pop-up mixer case
Let your 19" Di mixer lie flat for transport, then angle up for
use. Tien fold down with a single click. Lightweight heavy-
duty plastic lousing has a 12 -space rack height. Uses a
ratchet system that's easily and completely adjustable.

970-0317.. 169.99

Attache case
Case with files has a sturdy handle and locking latches. Serves
for extra gear as well. Interior dimensions: 1713x 123/8x 5'

970-0315 104.99
Case with foam. 970-0314 104.99

6 -unit microphone case
This ragged ATA-approved case protects your valuable mics
with a soft -oam-lined interior and gasket -sealed lid. Six
custom -cut rric slots and storage for cable and accessories.
6 -unit case. 970-0316 99.99

12 -unit case. 970-0307 119.99

Carts for jobs of every size

Rock N' Rollers professional 8 -in -1 equipment carts reduce time and effort moving
equipment by 50%. Each transforms into any of 8 configurations in 2 seconds!

Max -size multi -cart
1110 (shown). Fame telescopes from 34" to 52" in length with 32" foldable sides.
Heavy-duty 10x3 ' pneumatic rear wheels. 5x114" front swivel casters. Load capacity: 500
lbs. Weight 31 lbs. 970-1285 149.99

Mid -size multi -cart
R8. Frame telescopes from 34" to 52" in length with 32" foldable sides. 8 x 2'h"
pneumatic rear wheels. 5x 14" front swivel casters. Load capacity: 500 lbs. Weight
29 lbs. 970-1286 129.99

Mini multi -cart
R6. Frame telescopes from 28" to 421:" in length with 24" foldable sides. 8x 21/2"
pneumatic rear wheels. 4x 1" front swivel casters. Load capacity: 500 lbs. Weight 25 lbs.

970-1287 99.99

Micro multi -cart
R2. Compact and maneuverable. Expands from 26" to 39" in length with 25 and 15"
foldable sides. 6 x172" rear wheels. 4 x 1" front swivel casters. Load capacity: 350 lbs.
Weight 17 lbs. 970-1288 69.99

RED NUMBERS
AVAILABLE ONLY THROUGH: www.radioshack.com, by special order at our stores
or at 1 -800 -THE -SHACK. For shipping and pricing information see p. 441. Equipment shown in racks sold separately


